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Abstract: The objective of this study is to analyze the tourism spatial interaction that defines two
scenarios, i.e., the actual one with the current high-speed rail (HSR) network, and the future one
with an extension of the HSR network, considering as a case study the Capital region of China.
The impact of HSR on the spatial distribution characteristics is investigated. The main outcome of
this study is that the extension of the HSR network in the future scenario will significantly increase
the total tourism spatial interaction and will reduce the spatial difference. What this paper adds to
the current knowledge about HSR and tourism is that smaller cities, such as Tangshan, Zhangjiakou,
and Chengde, connected via HSR to core cities will benefit the most from the HSR network’s
operation. Those cities should take the HSR network as a development opportunity to enhance
their attractiveness and strengthen their marketing to achieve sustainable tourism competitiveness.
The study found that effects can also be registered on larger cities, but they are smaller. So, larger cities,
such as Beijing and Tianjin, should reassess their attractiveness to the tourist market and take
corresponding countermeasures. The findings of this study can be used by tourism management
authorities to develop short-term and long-term plans.

Keywords: High-Speed Rail; tourism spatial interaction; Capital Area of China; spatial difference

1. Introduction

High-speed rail (HSR) and tourism are closely related economic activities because improved
mobility is perceived to facilitate behavioral changes in tourists [1]. HSR has become a hot topic
for researchers in related fields, such as tourism and transportation, since more and more research
papers on the topics of HSR networks and tourism are being published. Previous studies have
examined the impact of HSR on tourism development from different angles, such as a national spatial
structure [2], medium-sized regional cities in France and Spain [3–5], metropolitan areas, including
Madrid, Paris, and Rome [6–8], and medium- and long-distance HSR on the areas along the HSR
corridor [9–12], demonstrating that HSR networks have a “corridor” effect on the tourism spatial
distribution, help medium-sized cities to develop urban tourism, facilitate the development of small
suburban cities as special subcenters of the metropolitan area, and have a significant effect on tourists’
choice to visit other smaller cities close to a Metropolitan area. Studies have shown that an HSR system
has no influence on the choice of Madrid and Rome, but has an effect on the choice of Paris, as a
tourist destination.
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Delaplace [13] pointed out that a city’s size appears to be an important determinant of the impacts
of HSR on tourism. A proof of this assertion needs to use a region with cities of different sizes as
an analysis case. Case studies have been carried out in France, Spain, and China as shown above;
however, none of them examines the impact of an HSR network that connects cites of all different sizes
in an area on the tourism spatial structure. An HSR network that connects multilevel cities in one area
with several lines and nodes fosters cooperation and competition among them and makes the area a
destination network. Such HSR and destination networks will be found in more countries in the future
with the development of HSR projects. For this reason, understanding the impacts of HSR networks
on a destination network with multilevel cities is very important both theoretically and practically.

This paper contributes to the existing literature on HSR and tourism management by filling this
gap and developing an analysis of multilevel cities in one area with an HSR network. Specifically,
it investigates HSR’s influence on the tourism spatial structure of the Capital area of China through
the specification of a spatial interaction model. The Capital area of China has been chosen because
of the different sizes of the cities, and because some of them are served by HSR and others are not.
Specifically, this study attempts to understand the impact that HSR can have on cities of different sizes.
The spatial interaction model was chosen for two main reasons. First, distance (the actual distance or
travel time) is an important independent variable in the model. HSR will change the travel time in
a region, and the model can examine the HSR network’s influence. Secondly, a city’s size is also an
independent variable in this model and can be measured by population. This study’s objective is to
determine whether an HSR network exerts different influences on cities of different sizes in one region.
We consider the differences in spatial interaction between two scenarios, i.e., one with an existing
HSR network and the other with a planned HSR network. We also investigate the question of how
destination management organizations in different cities should respond to HSR impacts.

Data were collected from the official statistical reports on HSR and tourism. The model developed
by Wilson [14,15] was adapted and used to estimate the tourism spatial interaction (TSI). A Coefficient
of Variation (CV) was used to compare the changes in tourism at the regional level in the two scenarios.

The paper is organized as follows. The second section reviews the international literature. The third
section presents the TSI model. The fourth section describes the impacts of HSR networks in 2017 and
2022 for the case study of China. The fifth and final section reports the findings and conclusions.

2. Literature Review

The international literature has given an increasing amount of attention to the important
role of HSR in tourism development. To date, studies have proved that HSR investment has
a positive influence on tourism. The operation of an HSR network improves access to tourist
destinations [4,9,10,16–19]. An HSR service modifies the link between tourists and accessibility [13–18]
because of the decrease in traveling time. There is a general consensus that an increase in a tourist
destination’s accessibility usually leads to an increase in demand for tourism [20], and is a critical
factor in the overall number of tourists a destination receives. A survey developed in China showed
that passengers with a higher education and income level were more likely to choose high-speed rail
(HSR) as their mode of long-distance tour transportation [21]. As a result, many studies report that
one consequence of HSR is an increase in tourists [5,16,17,22–24]. The tourist market in France, Spain,
China, and Japan has grown as a consequence of HSR [5,9,10,18,22]. The operation of the HSR network
between Barcelona (Spain) and Perpignan (France) has led to an enlarging of the day-trip market
of Barcelona, with the number of excursionists from Languedoc-Roussillon amounting to 723,200,
and the main travel purposes of the excursionists being: shopping (60%), holidays (20%), and visits
to family or friends (9%) [18]. A case study of China shows that HSR can increase the amount of
international tourism [23,25]. A study from Spain demonstrates that while ridership and length are
not really significant for international tourism, HSR plays a clear and positive role in the increase in
both the number of foreign tourist arrivals and revenues, and is highly significant with a positive sign,
but neither ridership nor the length and existence of an HSR network are significant for domestic
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tourism [26]. HSR systems have a positive impact on the promotion of urban tourism and fostering
business tourism development. Bazin et al. [17] performed a qualitative analysis to assess the impact
of HSR on urban and business tourism in French cities close to Paris. They showed that this kind
of tourism might be fostered by HSR for the reasons of avoiding driving fatigue, traffic congestion,
and parking difficulties, cheaper travel, and a more comfortable travelling experience.

However, in some cases, the impact of HSR on the growth of tourism has not been as positive as
expected [27,28]. Intercontinental tourists are less likely to be affected by HSR because they normally
travel by plane, although HSR may increase international tourists’ visits to nearby countries and cities
once they reach their destination [8,9]. Research has found that HSR may cause a reduction in demand
for overnight stays [29] and a reduction in the length of stay [16,17,30]. Survey data between 1980
and 1985 on the Paris-Lyon Line, which was started in 1981, show a decrease in the length of stay in
Dijon, Lyon, and Valence Perrache [29]. Additionally, a study in Le Mons of France showed that the
average length of stay decreased from 2–3 days to 1.5 days a few years after the arrival of the TGV
service. In the different administrative districts connected by the same HSR line, some of them have a
substantial correlation with the HSR line’s opening, and some do not [12]. The phenomenon of the
“double-edged sword” is also important for the analysis of the impact of HSR on tourism development
in Spain. The substitution effect of HSR on aviation has reduced the number of immigrants in Madrid,
which has indirectly brought about negative effects on inbound tourism. On the other hand, it has
promoted domestic tourism; however, the effect is very weak. Therefore, the network effect of HSR is
not positive on the tourism market [27], and the characteristics of tourists that choose HSR in different
tourist cities are completely different [31].

From a regional tourism development perspective, the introduction of an HSR service has the
potential to generate a number of effects, including: a structuring effect [18]; agglomeration [18];
a corridor effect [2]; and centralizing effects [32]. A “structuring effect” occurs where the introduction
of a new transport system assists local actors to maximize the utility of pre-existing structures and
relationships or encourages policy-makers to adopt complimentary policies that utilize HSR as a
change agent [18]. For example, the introduction of HSR may lead to a reduction in travel costs that
may induce spatial changes as businesses, such as hotels, relocate to take advantage of the new HSR
service. In this regard, Masson and Petiot [18] argue that, in instances where transport costs fall,
an agglomeration effect can be observed where ‘firms agglomerate at a larger scale into a smaller
number of locations servicing an extensive hinterland’. Moreover, HSR may generate changes in
the spatial distribution of an industry [33]. Plassard [32] observed that a centralizing effect occurred
in France, where Paris has become the center of the star-shaped TGV network. In China’s case,
the opening of high-speed railways has improved the inter-regional accessibility balance and increased
accessibility from high-speed railway sites to non-site cities, while the national transport accessibility
level still forms a new pattern of “corridors” and “islands” centered on high-speed rail lines and sites,
which might lead to a new spatial inequity [34].

In previous studies, there is evidence for both a positive and a negative influence from HSR on
tourism. Gutiérrez et al. [35] reported that the characteristics of tourists choosing HSR in different
tourist cities are completely different. The literature shows that a city’s size, a city’s location in the
HSR network, and the location of HSR stations might be the factors that determine the impacts of
HSR on tourism. HSR may have a centralization effect where economic activity is drawn towards the
big city nodes of the rail network, usually at the expense of smaller cities and towns [36]. Ureña et al.
(2009) argue that such large intermediate cities served by HSR, such as Lille, Zaragoza, or even
Cordoba, are likely to see a growth in urban and business tourism [5]. An analysis conducted on
TGV’s influence on the small- and medium-sized cities in Northern, Atlantic, and Eastern Europe
showed that, even with the improvement in the accessibility, the increase in tourists due to the TGV is
minimal [31]. Research on the two medium-sized and intermediate cities Cuenca and Toledo in Spain
showed that infrastructure is necessary but not sufficient for tourism, and its effectiveness depends
on many accompanying conditions, such as the collective strategies of local stakeholders and HSR
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stations being located peripherally to cities [37]. Studies in France have shown that there is no tourism
development growth in smaller cities [37]. A database of 124 municipalities during the 2005–2012
period was built [28] to study the effects of the introduction of new HSR corridors on the number of
visitors and their total and average stay at several end-line and intermediate cities as compared to
similar counterparts not having such an infrastructure, and it was found that these effects are generally
extremely weak or just restricted to larger cities [27]. Intermediate cities only benefit from HSR if they
have well-developed tourism amenities [10].

A summary of studies related to cities’ size and location in the HSR network is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Cities’ characteristics.

City’s Character Study Area and Method Authors/Year Findings

Large U.K., Case Study Givoni, M., and
Baniste/2006

Economic activity is drawn
towards the big city nodes of

the rail network

Large and intermediate
Córdoba and Zaragoza in
Spain and Lille in France,

Case Study
Ureña et al./2009

Large intermediate cities
served by HSR are likely to

see growth in urban and
business tourism

Medium
Arras, Auray,

Charleville-Mézières et
Saverne, Case Study

Bazin S. et al./2013; The increase in tourists due
to TGV is minimal

Medium and
intermediate

Castilla-Lamancha (Spain),
Case Study Varela C. et al./2016 Infrastructure is necessary

but not sufficient for tourism

Small
Arras, Auray,

Charleville-Mézières et
Saverne, Case Study

Bazin S. et al./2013 The increase in tourists due
to TGV is minimal

Small and End-line

Twelve provincial capital
cities and more than 30 other
medium-sized and smaller
towns in Spain, DiD Model

Albalate. D. et al./2017 Effects are generally
extremely weak

Small and Intermediate

Twelve provincial capital
cities and more than 30 other
medium-sized and smaller
towns in Spain, DiD Model
Castilla-Lamancha (Spain),

Case Study

Albalate. D. et al./2017
Varela C. et al./2016

Effects are generally
extremely weak;

Infrastructure is necessary
but not sufficient for tourism

3. Methodology

3.1. Research Context

The Capital area in China (named the Jingjinji Area, see Figure 1) has experienced rapid growth in
recent decades, and is one of the most highly urbanized regions of China. The Jingjinji Area has 2 large
cities (Beijing and Tianjin), 1 capital city (Shijiazhuang City in the Hebei Province), and 10 other cities
(Chengde, Zhangjiakou, Qinhuangdao, Tangshan, Langfang, Baoding, Zhangzhou, Hengshui, Xingtai,
and Handan). This region has always been an important tourist attraction in China. There are 10 world
heritage sites in this area, occupying nearly 20% of the whole country. In 2017, the area received a total
of 8.9 million inbound tourists and 1.05 billion domestic tourists.

Because of the growth in economic activity in this area and the population density,
traffic congestion has become a serious problem. At present, six HSR lines connect 11 cities in this area,
and there will be 10 HSR lines by the end of 2021 that link all 13 cities. The HSR characteristics are
shown in Table 2 and Figure 1.
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Table 2. HSR in The Capital Area of China.

HSR Operation Time Speed
(km/h) Distance (km) Travelling Time (min)

Beijing–Tianjin August 2008 350 127 34

Beijing–Cangzhou June 2011 350 220 52

Beijing–Shijiazhuang–Handan December 2012 350 281 (Beijing–Shijiazhuang)
165 (Shijiazhuang–Handan)

67 (Beijing–Shijiazhuang)
38 (Shijiazhuang–Handan)

Tianjin–Qinhuangdao December 2013 350 261 70

Tianjin–Baoding December 2015 250 158 65

Shijiazhuang–Hengshui December 2017 250 110 46

Beijing–Chengde 2019 350 185 60

Beijing–Zhangjiakou 2019 350 174 50

Beijing–Shijiazhuang 2020 350 297 70

Beijing–Tangshan 2021 350 145 30

Source: Statistical Report from China Railway.

An HSR network with 10 lines and 13 nodes that covers a distance of 2272 km will be developed
by the end of the year 2021. Two 0.5-h commuting circles around Beijing, Tianjin, Shijiazhuang,
and Baoding will undoubtedly be able to foster tourism development. When major investments in the
transportation system are carried out, the intensity and direction of the interaction of tourism between
cities will also undergo major changes. Therefore, strategies should be adopted to support the regional
tourism industry.
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Baoding 11.05 large and intermediate city 
Shijiazhuang 10.87 large and intermediate city 

Handan 9.51 medium and end-line city 

Figure 1. Existing and planned high-speed Rail networks in the Capital Area of China. Source:
http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/zcfb/zcfbtz/201611/t20161128_827844.html.

In order to provide a measure of the size of cities, population has been chosen as the indicator.
In an HSR network, there are three types of city: core, intermediate, and end-line. Based on the map
of the HSR network in the Capital Area of China, we define cities with over five lines as core cities,
cities with more than two lines as intermediate cities, and cities with only one line as end-line cities.
The size and the category of each city are reported in Table 3.

http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/zcfb/zcfbtz/201611/t20161128_827844.html
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Table 3. The size and category of cities in the study area.

City Population * Category

Beijing 21.7 large and core city
Tianjin 15.56 large and core city

Baoding 11.05 large and intermediate city
Shijiazhuang 10.87 large and intermediate city

Handan 9.51 medium and end-line city
Xingtai 7.89 medium and intermediate city

Tangshan 7.89 medium and intermediate city
Cangzhou 7.77 medium and end-line city
Langfang 4.74 small and intermediate city
Hengshui 4.53 small and end-line city

Zhangjiakou 4.43 small and end-line city
Chengde 3.8 small and end-line city

Qinhuangdao 3.11 small and end-line city

Source: the official website of the National Bureau of Statistics of China (http://data.stats.gov.cn) * The unit of
population is millions.

Based on the literature, we adopted six hypotheses in the context of our case study:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The HSR network has a positive effect on large and core cities.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The HSR network has a positive effect on large and intermediate cities.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The HSR network has a weak and insufficient effect on medium and intermediate cities.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). The HSR network has a weak and insufficient effect on medium and end-line cities.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). The HSR network has a weak and insufficient effect on small and intermediate cities.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). The HSR network has a weak and insufficient effect on small and end-line cities.

3.2. Research Design

Spatial interaction is the movement of people, freight, or information between an origin and a
destination, and the gravity, potential, and retail models are the main models in the current literature
on spatial interaction analysis [38]. Tourism spatial interaction (TSI) is a key feature of a tourism
industry’s development, where the tourism flow Tij [39–44] between two regions (i and j) is a function
of the characteristics of the regions themselves (i.e., of an origin i and a destination j); (Xi and Xj) are
the attraction factors and/or the disutility factors, such as distance, where the disutility factors act
as a proxy of the transportation costs. Gravity models are used to describe the TSI [45–48]. Marrocu
and Paci [49] reported results from an econometric study of tourism flows for 107 Italian provinces
based on origin–destination (OD) spatial interaction model. Paturlli et al. [50] chose a gravity model
to examine the effects of World Heritage Sites on the domestic tourism in Italy. Morley et al. [51]
proposed an improved gravity model for tourism flows that considers the individual utility theory
and showed the suitability of the gravity model in the context of tourism.

The progress in transportation technology that HSR represents has affected tourism interactions
by improving the connections between regional tourist destinations and therefore their accessibility,
which in turn has reshaped the spatial structure of regional tourism. The use of spatial interaction
models to examine HSR’s influence on tourism development has not yet been applied in the tourism
literature. In this paper, we have chosen a revised gravity model to explain and measure the impacts

http://data.stats.gov.cn
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of HSR on TSI. Li et al. [14] present a model based on Alan Wilson’s model [15] with three important
coefficients and results based on data from China. The model formulation used here is:

Tjk = KPjCα
j Ak exp

(
−βrjk

)
. (1)

The accessibility from origin j is

Xj = ∑
k

Ak exp
(
−βrjk

)
(2)

to a set of destinations, k; PjCα
j is the tourism potential for destination k from origin j; Pj is the

population and Cj is the average income in a given origin j; rjk is the distance (or travel time) between
j and k; α is the income coefficient; β is a coefficient that represents the significance of distance or a
travel cost; and K is a constant.

Since the paper’s objective is to examine the influence of HSR on TSI, we would have preferred the
increase in tourist trips to be an extra term on the PjCj factor; e.g., accessibility to tourist destinations
to a power, and then to use an origin-constrained model. In our case, it has to be unconstrained to
allow for an increase in trips as a result of the rjk’s reduction. So, K, P, and C in Equation (1) are all
assumed to be fixed between times. Li et al. [14] used historical data to estimate the three constants.
The result of α as the income coefficient in China is 0.64. β was estimated using the “integral method
on tourist amount” (IMTA), and was found to be equal to 0.0337. K was estimated using data from the
whole country with the result of 1.89.

Therefore, it follows that the equation for the Capital Area of China, using these results, is:

Tjk = 1.89AkPjC0.64
j exp

(
−0.0337rjk

)
. (3)

Because K, P, C, and A are constant, the growth between time periods (1) and (2) is:

Tjk(1)
Tjk(2)

=
exp

(
−βrjk

)
(1)

exp
(
−βrjk

)
(2)

(4)

TSIj =
Xj(1)
Xj(2)

. (5)

In China, the Tourism Administration evaluates tourist attractions and ranks them using different
levels. There are five levels of attraction: AAAAA, AAAA, AAA, AA, and A. The more As an
attraction has, the higher its level of tourism development. The Ak has been measured using this
rank. The population, income, and A-level Scenic Spots can be found in the Annual Statistical Bulletin
of Economic and Social Development for each city. The shortest travel time was chosen to measure
the distance between j and k, since the physical distance has been replaced by the temporal distance
because of the progress in transportation technology [52] and ‘the shrinking continent’ [53]. The travel
time between two cities can be found on the website of 12,306, which is the official ticketing website of
the Chinese railway.

A comparison was performed between the two TSI indices in the two scenarios, i.e., the current
one with the existing HSR network and the future one in which the extension to the HSR network is
taken into account. Considering that the HSR network will be completed by the end of 2021, we have
decided to choose the year 2022 for the future scenario. The predicted travel time that was proposed
in the project has been considered. The population, the income, and the number of Scenic Spots
cannot simply be linearly predicted by the year 2022; therefore, we have assumed that there will be no
significant changes in the coming years.
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The Coefficient of Variation (CV) is a standardized measure of the dispersion of a probability
distribution or a frequency distribution, and is used in this paper to compare the changes in regional
tourism levels in the two scenarios. This index is expressed as follows:

CV =
σ

µ
(6)

where σ is the standard deviation of TSI and µ is the mean value. The larger the CV value is, the greater
the difference between the TSIs of the cities, which also means that a greater gap exists in the whole
area. Microsoft Excel 2013 was used to calculate the TSIs and CVs.

4. Results

4.1. Decrease in Travel Time

The construction of the HSR network has reduced the overall travel time in the Capital Area.
In 2017, the total travel time was 557.5 h and 21 min, and in 2022 it will be reduced to 337 h and 17 min,
a reduction of nearly 40% (see Table 4). The travel time has been significantly changed in Chengde and
Zhangjiakou, where the decrease is 54.5 h and 46 h, respectively.

Table 4. Tourism spatial interactions (TSIs) and coefficients of variation (CVs) in 2017 and 2022.

City Travel Time *
2017/2022

TSI as Origin
2017/2022

CV
2017/2022

TSI as Destination
2017/2022

CV
2017/2022

Beijing 1185/865 33,099.23/41,995.91 2.07/1.58 72,455.81/89,492.88 1.32/1.03
Tianjin 1592/1159 33,884.42/34,807.99 2.62/2.54 41,807.56/42,612.51 1.63/1.59

Shijiazhuang 2238/1271 22,671.58/22,817.06 1.94/1.92 8014.27/8295.53 1.28/1.21
Tangshan 1864/1138 9692.57/21,557.21 1.92/2.14 5279.12/10,457.75 1.84/1.91

Qinhuangdao 2403/1516 1073.64/2391.59 1.82/1.97 2291.37/2334.20 1.92/1.88
Handan 3029/2239 3683.41/3708.27 1.67/1.65 3020.56/3033.48 1.90/1.89
Xingtai 2666/1986 4680.15/4704.64 1.60/1.59 2439.37/2458.19 1.80/1.78
Baoding 1657/1173 14,249.99/14,796.04 2.45/2.35 7550.52/7972.09 1.91/1.79

Zhangjiakou 4182/1348 33.34/4311.58 2.96/2.52 32.64/4558.83 2.63/2.08
Chengde 4929/1662 4.98/2569.82 1.78/2.5 5.56/2652.92 1.40/2.11

Cangzhou 2426/1839 9790.26/9986.75 2.11/2.06 1628.47/1657.75 1.78/1.94
Langfang 2120/1847 17,102.67/17,482.68 2.31/2.25 5907.39/6030.91 2.0/1.95
Hengshui 3234/2191 806.12/824.79 2.28/2.22 394.64/397.31 2.54/2.52

Total 33,709/20,234 150,353.03/181,954.35 0.99/0.90 150,353.03/181,954.35 1.76/1.72

* The unit of travel time in this table is minutes.

4.2. TSI Variation

With the extension of the HSR network, the TSI values across the region increase. In 2017, the total
TSI was 151,246.63; in 2022, the total value will increase up to 181,954.35, with a percentage change
of 20.3%. The increase in TSI means that the tourism industry in the cities in this area will grow.
Beijing, Tianjin, and Shijiazhuang are the top three cities in the rank in both the origin and destination
lists in both 2017 and 2022. From the origin perspective, Beijing will become the top origin city
in the Capital area in 2022 thanks to the extension to the HSR network, replacing Tianjin in 2017.
The rank of Tangshan, Zhangjiakou, and Chengde will increase to 3, 3, and 2, respectively, while that
of Qinhuangdao and Hengshui will decrease to 2. From the destination perspective, the rank of
Tangshan, Zhangjiakou, and Chengde will increase to 3, 5, and 4, respectively, while that of Xingtai,
Qimhuangdao, and Cangzhou will decrease to 2. Hengshui will become the last city in the rank in
both the origin and destination lists (see Table 4).
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According to Table 4, H1 is partly supported because we observed a large amount of TSI growth
in Beijing, but a small amount of growth in Tianjin. H2 is not supported because Baoding and
Shijiazhuang will have weak TSI growth in 2022. H3 is partly supported because we observed different
effects from the two cities. Tangshan has a huge amount of growth, while Xingtai has little. H4 and H5
are supported by the small changes in TSIs in Handan, Cangzhou, and Langfang. We can find complex
evidence for H6. Hengshui has a small change in TSIs, which is positive evidence for H6. Zhangjiakou
and Chengde have a huge amount of TSI growth, which is negative evidence for H6. Qinhuangdao
has some growth, which is positive evidence for H6.

4.3. Cities’ Roles

We can define one city’s role as an origin or a destination by comparing the TSI values. If the TSI
value as an origin is larger than the TSI value as a destination, then we will understand that this city is
more like an origin; otherwise, it is a destination. In such a context, the four cities of Beijing, Tianjin,
Chengde, and Qinhuangdao received more interactions as destinations than as origins (see Table 5) in
2017, indicating that they played more of a destination role in the Capital Area. The other nine cities
played more of an origin role in 2017. For the HSR network extension by 2022, Zhangjiakou’s role
as a destination is stronger than its role as an origin. At the same time, the TSI value generated by
Qinhuangdao as an origin is larger than the TSI value generated by it as a destination. It has been
shown that that the HSR network has changed the role of Zhangjiakou from an origin into a destination
and the role of Qinhuangdao from a destination into an origin, strengthening the roles of Beijing and
Chengde as destinations, and highlighting the role of Tangshan as an origin city, since the difference in
2022 will increase significantly.

Table 5. Each City’s Role based on TSIs.

City The Difference between TSIs Generated and Received

2017 2022

Beijing −39,356.58 −47,496.97
Tianjin −7923.14 −7804.52

Shijiazhuang 14,657.31 14,521.53
Tangshan 4413.44 11,099.47

Qinhuangdao −1217.73 57.39
Handan 662.85 674.79
Xingtai 2240.77 2246.45
Baoding 6699.47 6823.95

Zhangjiakou 0.7 −247.24
Chengde −0.58 −83.11

Cangzhou 8161.79 8329.00
Langfang 11,195.28 11,451.77
Hengshui 411.48 427.48

The data in Table 5 support H2, H4, and H5, and partly support H1 and H3. Table 5 provides
negative evidence for H6. Of the four small and end-line cities, Hengshui is the only one that
experiences a weak effect from the HSR network. The other three cities (Qinhuangdao, Zhangjiakou,
and Chengde) experience a huge effect from the expansion of the HSR network in this area.

4.4. A Downward Trend for the HSR Network

After the construction of the HSR network in the year 2022, the TSI coefficient value for this
area shows a decreasing trend. Indeed, the TSI values will decrease from 0.99 in 2017 to 0.90 in 2022
from the origin perspective, and will decrease from 1.76 in 2017 to 1.72 in 2022 from the destination
perspective (see Table 4). This downward trend means that, although there are still spatial differences
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in the TSIs between the cities in this area, these differences are gradually decreasing, and this area is
developing in a more balanced and coordinated direction.

We should pay more attention to Tangshan and Chengde, since the CV values in 2022 will increase
from both the origin and destination perspectives, which means that the TSI values between the two
cities and other cities will have a more unbalanced distribution due to the HSR network. At the same
time, the HSR network will balance the spatial difference from Beijing and Zhangjiakou to other cities,
since the CV values of those two cities in 2017 and 2022 will decrease significantly.

4.5. Tourist Flow Change after the HSR Network Extension in Both Intensity and Direction

We can learn about the changes in tourist flow intensity between two cities by comparing the TSIs
between them in 2017 and 2022 (see Figure 2 and Table 6). In all of these pairs of cities, the TSI values
of both directions between Beijing and Chengde in 2022 increase by 1000 times w.r.t. the year 2017.
The TSIs on the dual direction of Tianjin and Zhangjiakou, the dual direction of Tianjin and Chengde,
the single direction from Tangshan to Chengde, the dual direction of Zhangjiakou and Tangshan,
the dual direction of Zhangjiakou and Baoding, and the single direction from Langfang to Chengde
increase more than 100 times. This change is due to the extension of the HSR network.

We can learn which cities constitute another city’s origins from the TSI matrix (Table 6). Consider
Chengde as example. In 2017, Qinhuangdao, Beijing, Tangshan, and Cangzhou were the four origins
for Chengde. In 2022, all of the other 12 cities become origins for Chengde, with Beijing, Tianjin,
Tangshan, Langfang, and Shijiazhuang being the top five origins. For Beijing in 2022, Tangshan
becomes the main origin, followed by Tianjin. In Zhangjiakou’s origin list, there are only four cities,
which are Beijing, Langfang, Tianjin, and Baoding in 2017. In 2022, all of the other 12 cities are on the
list, with the top five being Beijing, Tianjin, Tangshan, Langfang, and Baoding.
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Table 6. The TSI Matrix in the Capital Area in 2017 and 2022.

O
D Beijing TianJin Shijiazhuang Tangshan Qinhuangdao Handan XingTai Baoding Zhangjiakou Chengde Cangzhou Langfang Hengshui Total

Beijing - 20,896 1885 1107/5771 173 130 156 4258 26/2941 1/1738 759 3234 55 32,680/41,996
Tianjin 27,150 - 2 2932 689 81 49 491 2/582 0/344 540 1945 3 33,884/34,808

Shijiazhuang 12,978 5429 - 55 15 1123 930 1834 0/91 0/54 1 1 305 22,672/22,817
Tangshan 2610/13,606 5321 57/187 - 1242 6/13 4/15 164/422 0/292 1/173 73 214 0 9693/21,557

Qinhuangdao 146/1393 445 4/19 442 - 0/1 0/2 12 0/30 2/25 8 15 0 1074/2392
Handan 438 210 1672 8/18 1 - 1080 273 0/9 0/6 0 0 0 3683/3708
Xingtai 719 175 1894 8 1 1478 - 405 0/15 0/9 0 0 0 4680/4705
Baoding 10,659 946 1960 174/448 35 202 219 - 1/228 0/45 21 8 23 14,250/14,796

Zhangjiakou 30/3329 2/507 0/46 0/140 0/40 0/3 0/4 1/103 - 0/42 0/18 1/78 0/1 508/4312
Chengde 1/1970 0/300 0/91 1/83 2 0/2 0/2 0/61 0 - 0/11 0/46 0/1 5/2570

Cangzhou 5765 3158 2 234 70 0 0 65 0/124 0/73 - 489 7 9790/9987
Langfang 11,268 5215 1 316 63 0 0 12 3/241 1/143 224 - 0 17,103/17,483
Hengshui 218 11 536 1/9 0/3 0 1 36 0/5 0/3 4 0 - 806/825

Total 71,982/89,493 41,808/42,613 8014/8296 5279/10,458 2291/2334 3021/3033 2439/2458 7551/7972 452/4559 6/2653 1628/1658 5907/6031 395/397 151,247/181,954

1107/5771 means that the TSI in 2017 is 1107 and the TSI in 2022 is 5771; 316 means that the TSIs in 2017 and 2022 are 316.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

The objective of this study is to examine how the HSR network generates significant impacts on
tourism spatial interaction between cities. Data were based on the economic and tourism development
of 13 cities in the Capital Area of China. The findings indicate that the impact of HSR can be different
depending on the size of the destination city. This aspect has not been developed in the previous
international literature. The article has implications for HSR and tourism development research as
well as for the tourism development strategies employed by multilevel city destinations connected to a
HSR network.

With an HSR network, the travel time in the area shrinks significantly, and, consequently, the TSI
values increase everywhere. We found that the small cities, and even the end-line cities, will benefit
significantly from HSR. These results contrast in part with the results of Bazin et al. [31], who,
after observing the tourism development in France, pointed out that there was no tourism development
growth in smaller cities. Another aspect that our results highlight is that small cities connected directly
to core cities benefit more from the HSR network than those connected to non-core cities. Chengde
will be connected to the core city of Beijing with the Jing-Cheng HSR, and will have a more convenient
connection with other cities. The TSI values of Chengde in 2022 increase by 500 times w.r.t. 2017.
Zhangjiakou will be connected to Beijing with the Jing-Zhang HSR, and the TSI value in 2022 increases
100 times w.r.t. 2017. Qinhuangdao is less influenced by the HSR network, since it is connected directly
to Tangshan, which is a medium-sized city. Hengshui is a small and end-line city that does not benefit
at all from the HSR network mainly because of its link with Shijiazhuang, which is a non-core city.

The findings of this study partly support the work of Albalate et al. [54], where the impacts of HSR
were found to be limited for larger cities. Indeed, this study shows that larger cities, such as Beijing,
Tianjin, Shijiazhuang, and Baoding, will not experience significant changes after the HSR network’s
extension. All of the CV values of the larger cities decrease. For the medium-sized cities, this paper
extends the work of Bazin et al. [31] by examining the effect of HSR on different medium-sized cities,
and partly supports the work of Verela et al. [37] in which HSR was shown to have a weak effect on
medium-sized and intermediate cities.

We have also found that the HSR network will change the role or characteristics of the cities,
which has not been examined in the international literature to date. The HSR network in the Capital
Area of China will change the role of both Zhangjiakou and Qinhuangdao. This result can be deduced
from the difference between the TSI value as an origin and the TSI value as a destination. In the
Zhangjiakou case, the city of Zhangjiakou was an origin city in 2017, since the TSI value as an origin
was larger than the TSI value as a destination. In 2022, when the HSR network will have been extended,
the TSI value as a destination becomes larger than that as an origin. Therefore, Zhangjiakou will
become a destination with the HSR network extension. The situation is the opposite in the case of
Qinhuangdao. Specifically, in 2017, the TSI value as a destination is higher than that as an origin,
while in 2022 the situation is the opposite and Qinhuangdao will become an origin.

This study’s findings also suggest that an HSR network has a positive impact on tourist destination
choice [6,8,55–57]. We found that an HSR network will increase the number of destination choices,
because in our study we observed that most of the cities would have a greater number of destinations
after the implementation of the HSR network.

Plassard observed that a time/space compression effect might generate a centralizing effect as
occurred in France, where Paris has become the center of the star-shaped TGV network [32]. Therefore
HSR may reinforce an agglomeration effect on the tourism industry [18]. In our findings, the TSI and
CV values of the whole Capital Area became smaller from both the origin and destination perspectives
in 2022 w.r.t. 2017, meaning that the difference between the cities in the Capital Area will decrease in
2022 after the HSR network’s extension. The difference in the results between the existing literature
and our paper lies in the different case study. The Plassard case study considered the HSR network
around Paris. In our study, the Capital Area’s HSR has a reticulated structure, and this HSR network
helps the whole area to develop in a more coordinated manner.
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The results of this study indicate that the HSR network will strengthen the tourism spatial
interactions in the Capital Area of China, which means that there will be closer economic and tourism
connections between the cities. From a demand perspective, destinations have been able to identify
changes in tourist preferences after the introduction of the HSR network, such as staying for a
shorter duration at the destination [17,58,59], more business tourism development [17,60], and a
higher probability of coming back to the destination [16]. Destinations should launch strategies to
respond to such changes. Therefore, tourism products that focus more on special cuisine, shopping,
and entertainment should be explored. In response to the business tourism opportunities, there might
be more business hotels and conference centers at the destinations.

Based on this research, it is clear that the destination marketing and management organizations
of the 13 cities in the Capital Area will need to encourage investments in order to promote overnight
stays; this is especially true for the local authorities in the three cities of Zhangjiakou, Qinhuangdao,
and Hengshui. Zhangjiakou will become the main destination in this area, and receive a flow of tourists
from Beijing, Tianjin, and Tangshan, which are the main origin cities in this area because of the high
population and the strong economic development. Zhangjiakou will host the 2022 Winter Olympics,
and the HSR line between Beijing and Zhangjiakou has been built for this event. Zhangjiakou has
excellent ice and snow sporting attractions; however, the city still needs to think about a diversified
tourism products plan to achieve sustainable competitiveness after the Olympics. Qinhuangdao
will become an origin city in 2022 if no extra effort is made to market and promote it to other cities.
Qinhuangdao should invest more in the development of attractions, since it is a city that is located by
the sea and has a long history with seaside resorts in the North of China. A more urgent evolution
for Hengshui is required, since the TSI values from both the origin and destination perspectives
will be the smallest ones in the whole area, which means that the lowest tourism connection will
exist between it and the other cities. In order to develop tourism in Hengshui, the tourism authority
should encourage more investment in attractions; otherwise, the city will excluded from the HSR era.
The second implication from this paper is that the transportation systems in the Capital area should be
enhanced to take advantage of new information technology solutions and algorithms [61] to provide a
more solid foundation for regional tourism development.

The model adopted in this paper reflects the impact of the increase in trips as a function of
accessibility. The obtained results are based on an unconstrained model. The case study reported in
this paper deals with six differently sized categories of cities, and more cities with other characteristics,
such as their location in the HSR network, need to be taken into consideration in the context of large
and end-line cities, medium-sized and core cities, and small and core cities in future work.
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